Wizard Friends Drawing Fun

Directions: With a pencil, draw the wizard in the blank grid. Use the letters & numbers to help you copy each square. Color.
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Directions: With a pencil, draw the owl in the blank grid. Use the letters & numbers to help you copy each square. Color.
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Directions: With a pencil, draw the picture in the blank grid. Use the letters & numbers to help you copy each square. Color.
Thank you so much for downloading this printable *Harry Potter-Inspired Grid Art* Pack! These printable pages have been created for my boys-and to share with you. Have fun & keep rockin’ it!

Clipart by [Dorky Prints](https://www.dorkyprints.com).

Best wishes & have fun!

---

**TERMS OF USE**

The downloads provided on Rock Your Homeschool are protected under copyright (2019). While the resources are provided for free, here are a few things that I ask. Resources are for PERSONAL USE ONLY.

You MAY:

- Save these files to your computer & print off as needed for your family/classroom.
- Link to my site ([www.rockyourhomeschool.net](http://www.rockyourhomeschool.net)) to share the resources with others.
- Show your family’s/classroom’s use of resource (with proper credit given) and link back to my site ([www.rockyourhomeschool.net](http://www.rockyourhomeschool.net))

You MAY NOT:

- ✗ Upload any of Rock Your Homeschool resources to your site or any other site.
- ✗ Alter or sell any Rock Your Homeschool resources.
- ✗ Use any Rock Your Homeschool resources for personal profit.
- ✗ Link directly to the PDF when sharing.

For any questions regarding these terms of use, please email Amy at [rockyourhomeschool@gmail.com](mailto:rockyourhomeschool@gmail.com)
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